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Summary

Businessfriend is a powerful, mobile-first social platform for  
professionals that offers constant connectivity for optimal business 
communications. It provides a simple and attractive interface using 
which you can discover, connect, and share with your colleagues and 
peers. It is a one stop-shop social media destination for professionals 
that completely eliminates app juggling and allows you to connect and 
interact in your network using any device. 

The client engaged  TO THE NEW to build a  minimum viable product with 
web and mobile applications for both Android and iOS devices with a 
quick turn-around time of 3 months. Before the start of the engagement, 
BusinessFriend had an incomplete back-end code and outdated 
technology stack with several architectural and design problems.

TO THE NEW decided to develop the back-end from scratch with  
completely new user interface for enhanced usability and user 
experience.  We also rebuilt iOS and Android application with many 
third-party integrations. 

TO THE NEW designed and developed a mobile-first social platform with engaging UX. Web applications were developed 
using MEAN stack technologies and iOS / Android applications were developed using native technologies.

Businessfriend

A mobile-first social platform to help people  socialise professionally

#ProductEngineering     #MEAN    #Mobility

Highlights

Consistent user interface 
across multiple devices and 
platforms

End-to-end product 
development completed with 
quick turnaround of 3 months

Highly engaging experience 
with focus on social sharing

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Know more about our MEAN stack offerings

www.tothenew.com Talk to Our Experts

Technical excellence

Implemented SocketIO and Opentalk to create faster audio, video calling in the Instant module
Created image/video support for both YouTube and Vimeo
Developed different URL parsers for video support in Vimeo as it does not have any SDK for mobile
Developed a single player for YouTube and Vimo in iOS and used iFrames for Vimeo in android
Used AWS servers for storage and Cloudinary for asset management

Open, public platform with simple sign-up
Single mobile application and responsive web application for any device
Consistent UI/UX across multiple devices and platforms
7 interesting modules: Social, Instant, Digidex, Cloud, Notes, Explore, and Invite for socialising, unified 
communications, managing connections, sharing content, RSS feeds, etc. 
Mobile application compatible with Android Kitkat to Marshmallow and iOS 8 and 9

Key Features

Technologies used 

Native Android SDK iOS: Native iOS SDK using Objective C and Swift

Frontend

Third Party 
Libraries

Backend

Android

Cloud 
Services

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
http://www.tothenew.com/
http://www.tothenew.com/contact-us

